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A bijective proof of a general partition theorem is given which has as direct 
corollaries many classical partition theorems due to Euler, Glaisher, Schur, 
Andrews, Subbarao, and others. It is shown that the bijective proof specializes to 
give bijective proofs of these classical results and moreover the bijections which 
result often coincide with bijections which have occurred in the literature. Also 
given are some sufficient conditions for when two classes of words omitting certain 
sequences of words are in bijection. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall give a bijective proof of a simple yet amazingly 
general partition theorem. This general partition theorem has as direct 
corollaries many classical partition theorems including results due to Euler, 
Glaisher, Schur, Andrews, Subbarao, and others. Our bijective proof of our 
general partition theorem immediately gives bijective proofs of all such 
classical theorems and remarkably we shall show that in several cases the 
bijection which results coincides with the classical bijections found in the 
literature. 
Our work here is based on combining two ideas that have occurred in the 
literature. Andrews’ theory of partition ideals of order 1 in [ I] gave a general 
partition theorem which had as direct corollaries many classical partition 
theorems. Later, Cohen [5] developed a theory of P.I.E. sums and was able 
to give a simple general partition theorem which extended Andrews’ results. 
Our general partition theorem is but a slight extension of Cohen’s result. 
Neither Andrews nor Cohen, however, gave bijective proofs of their results. 
To give a bijective proof of our result, we use a new and important 
technique, due to Garsia and Milne [7], for building bijections out of certain 
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pairs of involutions. In Section 1 we shall briefly outline Garsia and Mime’s 
technique and then in Section 2 we shall prove our general theorem and 
examine the various special cases. In Section 3, we shall prove a result 
similar to our general partition theorem which gives sufficient conditions for 
when two classes of words omitting certain sequences of words are in 
bijection. 
1. THE INVOLUTION PRINCIPLE 
In this section we shall briefly outline a fundamental method for 
constructing bijections out of certain pairs of involutions discovered by 
Garsia and Milne [7] who used the method to give the first bijective proof of 
the famous Rogers-Ramanujan identities. Assume we have two disjoint finite 
spaces A and B and both A and B are further partitioned into positive and 
negative parts, A = A + U A - and B = B+ U B-. Assume we have a sign 
preserving bijection f from A to B, i.e.,f(A ‘) = B+ andf(A -) = B -. Next 
assume we have a pair of what we term sign reversing bijections a from A 
onto A and /3 from B onto B, with positive fixed points. That is, we assume 
a: A + A is a bijection and for all a E A either (i) a(a) = a and a E A ’ or 
(ii) a(a) # a in which case a E A + implies a(a) E A - and a E A implies 
a(a) E A’ and similarly for /?. Let F, and FD denote the fixed point sets of a 
and p, respectively. Note that we immediately have that 1 F, 1 = j F, 1 since by 
a we have jAtI-IF,J=IA-I, byf we have (A-j=JB-1 and \A’l=IB+\, 
and by /I we have I B + I - IF, ] = I B - ]. The fundamental observation of 
Garsia and Milne is that a direct bijection between F, and F, can be 
constructed out of a, /I, and J Let a* = f 0 a and /I* =f - ’ 0 /I so that a* 
maps A one-one onto B and /P maps B one-one onto A. Now for any fixed 
point, a E F,, we form a sequence a = a,, b, , a,, b, ,..., by first applying a*, 
then /I*, then a*, etc., i.e., ai+, = P*(bi) and bi = a*(ai) for i = 0, l,.... We 
call a,, b, ,... the iterated (a,/3)-sequence associated with a. There are two 
basic facts to establish about such sequences: 
(I) If a E F,, then there is a least n, denoted by n, , such that 6, E F, . 
(I) is easily established by showing by induction that if there is no such n, 
then a,, b,, a*, b, ,..., are all pairwise distinct violating the finiteness of A and 
B. Having established (I), we can show the following by appealing to the fact 
that a* and /I* are one-one: 
(II) if a, a’ E F, with iterated (a,/?)-sequences a = a,, b, ,..., anO, b,(, 
and a’ = a;, bj ,..., aAG,, b;,,, respectively, then a # a’ implies b,a # b;,, . 
Now given (I), we can define a map Z(a, P,f): F, -+ F,, which we shall call 
the iterated (a, @map, by Z(a, P,f)(a) = bnO for all a E F,. By (II), it 
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follows that I(a, /3,f) is one-one and by a symmetrical argument, it is easy 
to show that Z(a,/?,f) is onto. Thus we have 
THEOREM 1 (Garsia-Milne [7]). Let A =A+UA-, B=Bt UB-, 
f. A -+ B, a: A --t A, and p: B + B be described as above, then the iterated 
(a, PI-map Z(a, PJ? is a bijection between F,and F,. 
Remark. There are many applications of Theorem 1. See e.g., [ 7, 
10-121. In all of these applications, a and /3 are involutions. In fact, in 
Garsia and Milne’s original paper [7], they state Theorem 3.1 in a slightly 
different setting and only for involutions although their proof remains 
unchanged for sign reversing bijections. Thus, we shall sometimes refer to an 
application of Theorem 1 as an application of the involution principle. 
2. THE GENERAL PARTITION THEOREM 
We think of a partition ZZ of n, written ZZ E n, as a multiset 
ZZ= (n, *a,,..., nk * a,}, where n, * ai means that a, occurs n, times in ZZ 
and let JZZj = xi=, nisi. Many classical partition identities concern sets of 
partitions ZZ which fail to contain any elements in a certain sequence of 
multisets Q! = (Ai)iew. For example, the set of partitions with distinct parts 
is the set of partitions which do not contain any multisets in the sequence 
({ 1, l), (2, 2),.**). If @= (Ai)ipw is a sequence of multisets and ZZ is a 
partition, we define S&Z) to be the set of indices i such that Ai E l7, i.e., 
S&Z) = (i 1 Ai c ZZ). P,(a) will denote the set of partitions of n which do 
not contain any of the multisets Ai. Thus P,(u) = {Zi’I Zi’k n and 
,S,(ZZ) = 41. Given two multisets A, and A,, A, U A, is the multiset such 
that the number of times an element a occurs in A is the maximum of the 
number of times a occurs in A I and the number of times a occurs in A,. For 
example, {1,1,1,2,2}~(1,2,2,2,3}={1,1,1,2,2,2,3} and Sd(l,l,l, 
2, 2, 2, 3)) = (1, 21, where @= ({ 1, I}, (2, 2) ,... ), 
Andrews developed the theory of what he terms partition ideals of order 1 
and proved a general theorem [ 1, Theorem 8.41 concerning such partition 
ideals which yields many classical partition theorems as special cases. Cohen 
proved a simple and elegant theorem [5, Theorem 71 which essentially 
contained Andrews’ theorem as a special case and hence yielded all the 
corollaries of Andrew? theorem as a special case and many more. We shall 
show that Cohen’s and hence Andrews’ theorems can be given a general 
bijective proof using the methods given by Garsia and Mime in [7] and that 
the bijections that result in many of the special cases are the classical 
bijections. Actually, the next result is a slight generalization of Cohen’s 
theorem but is more or less implicit in Cohen’s generally theory of P.I.E. 
sums. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose O! = {Ai}i~w and 9 = (Bi}icw are sequences of 
distinct nonempty multisets such that for all finite sets SC_ w, 
I Uics Ail = I Uiss BiI, then IP,(@)l= IP,(4. 
Remark. The easiest way to ensure that /lJipsAil = ]UiESBil for all 
finite sets S is to have (a) (7( and 9 be sequences of pairwise disjoint 
multisets and (b) ]Ail = ]Bil f or all i. Cohen’s Theorem 7 [S] which he calls 
the disjoint case of P.I.E. sums has as hypotheses (a) and (b) above plus the 
assumption that the ] Ail’s are all distinct which is unnecessary. We shall 
refer to hypotheses (a) and (b) as the disjoint case. Andrews’ Theorem 8.4 
[ 11, while not expressed in this language, is the disjoint case where each of 
the multisets of @ and .9 are of the form (n * k) for some k. 
Proof We shall use the involution principle (Theorem 1) to construct a 
bijection between Pn(CT) and P,,(9) for any fixed n. For the space A, we 
consider ((LI, S) 1 ZZ E n and S CI S,(n)}, where the sign of a pair 
(ZZ, S) EA is (-1)“‘. Similarly the space B = {(fl, S) I ZZ E n and 
S c S&n)}. The involutions a and /I are quite simple. For a given partition 
l7, let a, = max(S,(n)) if S,(n) # 4 and 6, = max(S,,(ZI)) if S&‘(n) # 4. 
Then if S,(n) # 4, we define 
a(K S) = (K S - {a,}), if a, E S, 
= (n, S U {a,}), if a, 6Z S, 
and if S@(n) = 4, we define a(ZZ, 4) = (ZI, 4). Similarly, if S,,(n) # 4, we 
define 
PVC s> = (a s - {b, I), if b, E S, 
= (K su {b”}), if b, 6$ S, 
and if S.&I) = 4, we define /3(n, 4) = (ZI, 4). Clearly, 01 is a sign-reversing 
involution on A with fixed point set F, = {(n, 4) 1 Z7 E P,,(a)} and /3 is a 
sign-reversing involution on B with fixed point set F, = ((I& 4) I I7 E P,(L%‘)). 
Finally, we define a sign preserving mapf: A + B by defining for (n, S) E A, 
f(Z7, S) = (A, S), where A = [fl- (UiesAi)l U [Uies Bile Thus by 
Theorem 1, the iterated (a, /I)-map gives a bijection between P,,(a) x {4} and 
P,,(B) x (4) which may be regarded as a bijection between PJ@) and 
P,(.Jq. I 
We should also remark that Andrews’ Theorem 8.4 [l] stated a converse 
of Theorem 2 in his case while Cohen stated no converse to his Theorem 7. 
The obvious converse to Theorem 2 fails; see the discussion following 
Corollary 2.3 for a counterexample. In the disjoint case, however, there is a 
converse to Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose @ = {Ai}iEw and 9 = (BiJiEw are sequences of 
distinct nonempty multisets. Then IP,,(@)I = IP,(S)l for all n l@ the 
sequences {IAilli,w and IIBillicw are rearrangements of each other. 
Proof. The zypart of Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2. For the only if 
part, we define for each partition or multiset Z7= (n, * a, ,..., nk * a,}, a 
monomial x(IT) = xi; . I. xi;, where X, , x2 ,..., are indeterminates. Then by a 
usual inclusion+xclusion argument, it is easy to see that since the sequences 
of multisets (Ai} and {Bi} are pairwise disjoint that: 
x0 “& W) = f j  (&) kgo (l - x(AJ) G-1) 
n 
and 
Now replacing xi by qi in (2.1) and (2.2) we have 
and 
(2.2) 
c Ip”(al4” =fi ($-J fj (1 -P’). 
n>O “Z, k=O 
(2.4) 
Now if IP,(GZ)I = IP,(S)I f or all n, then multiplying (2.3) and (2.4) by 
nZ= 1 (1 - qJ, we have 
fro (1 -q“+‘)= fi (1 -q’Bk’) P-5) 
k=O 
which implies the sequences (]Ai]}isw and {]B]i}iS, are rearrangements of 
each other. I 
Next our goal is to list some of the classical partition theorems which 
follow from Theorem 2 and to analyze the bijection given by our proof and 
show that in many cases the bijection of Theorem 2 is identical with the 
classical bijection. Our first four corollaries were listed by both Andrews and 
Cohen. 
COROLLARY 2.1 (Euler [6]). The number of partitions of n into odd 
parts equals the number of partitions of n into distinct parts. 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Glaisher [S]). The number of partitions of n with no 
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part divisible by d equals the number of partitions of n in which no part is 
repeated d or more times. 
Of course, Euler’s result is the special case of Glaisher’s result, where 
d = 2. To prove Corollary 2.2 from Theorem 2. note that the number of 
partitions of n with no parts divisible by d equals P,(a,,,), where 
6?c,d = (Id}, {2d), {3d),...) and the number of partitions of n with no part 
repeated d or more times equals Pn(A9G,d)r where 
.9G,d=({l )...) 1}{2 )...) 2) ,...) = ({d * l), (d * 2}, (d * 3) ,..a ). 
v_JIe 
dtimes d times 
Glaisher [ 8 ] constructed the following bijection: 19: P,(6YG,,) + Pn(9G.d). 
Given Z7E P,(UG,d), we write IZ= {n, * ai, n, * a,,..., nk * a,}, where d/a, 
for any i. Now for each i we write the d-ary expansion of n, = ebd” + 
efd’ + .+. + efid’f, where o < ej < d - 1 for j= l,..., li. Then e(Z7) is the 
partition that results by replacing each sequence of parts n, * a, in n by the 
sequence of parts {eb * doa,, ef * d’a,,..., eli * d”ai}. It is easy to check that 0 
is a bijection between P,(oT,,,) and P,,(z??~,~). 
What is remarkable is that 19 is exactly the bijection given by our general 
bijective proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. The iterated (a,&map given in Theorem 2 between 
Pn(/PIG,J and Pn(9G,d) is the Glaisher bijection 0 for anyjixed d. 
Proof: We know by the proof of Theorem 2 that if we start with a pair 
(17,4)EF,, where n = (n, * a, ,..., nk * a,}, where d/a, for any i and apply 
the iterated (a, P)-map that we must end with a partition (A. 4) E F,, where A 
has no part repeated more than d times. Let (n, 4) = (no, So), (fl,, Si),..., 
(n,, S,) = (A, 4) be the sequence of pairs that results in applying the iterated 
(a, p)-map to (fl, 41, i.e., (n,, S,) = a(K 41, W2, S2) =f 0 a(C 99. 
(n,, S,) = /3 of 0 a(ZZ, $), (n,, S,) = f ’ 0 p 0 f 0 a(D, $), etc. Then for any 
given i, the only change between ni and ni+, occurs when either 
Cni+ 15 si+ 1) =f tni, si) or Cni+ L 9 S,,,) =f -‘(ni, Si). In the first case all 
that happens is that certain parts of Hi of the form dk are replaced by d 
parts of size k and in the latter case d parts of ni of a fixed size k are 
replaced by one part of size dk for various k. Now since d;(aj, it easily 
follows that for any j, the nj parts of size aj could only be coalesced into 
parts of size diaj for some i which appear in the final result A. Moreover 
since no part occurs d or more times in A, it follows that for each j the nj 
parts of size aj eventually are transformed into a sequence of parts in 2, 
e. * aj, E, * daj, E, * d2aj ,..., E, * d’aj for some r such that 0 < si < d for 
i = O,..., r and njaj = CLZo eidiaj. But then nj = CiZo ei d’ SO that Xi=0 Eidi 
must be the unique d-ary expansion of nj and hence A = e(n). 1 
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Remark. We should note that while the iterated (a,p)-map does give the 
Glaisher bijection between P,(a,,,) and Pn(J&‘G,d), the actual algorithm is 
torturously inefficient. For example, even in the simple case, where d = 2, 
n = 18, and where 0({ 1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 5)) = (2, 6, lo}, the iterated (a, @--map 
takes 14 iterations due to a tower of Hanoi-type effect in the algorithm. In 
Table I, we explicitly illustrate all the steps of the iterated (a, P)-map in his 
case. We note that the label at the top of each column gives the space in 
which the pair resides and the label between columns gives the map which 
sends one column to the next. 
EXAMPLE 1. d=2, n= 18, 8({1, 1,3,3,5,5})= (2,6, lo}, I;s’=O’c,z= 
({2}, {4}, (61, 181, {IO},...), A = {(K S> I LJ t I8 and SE &O, 3 = 9G,2 = 
({ 1, I}, {2,2}, {3,31, {4,4], {5,5},...), and B = {(K S> 117 t 18 and 
S s S,(n)}. For clarity, an ordered pair (LI, S) will be written n/S. Note 
that we start with a fixed point of a and end with a fixed point of /?. 
COROLLARY 2.3 (Shur [ 131). 
(i) The number of partitions of n into parts = f 1 mod 6 equals 
(ii) the number of partitions of n into distinct parts = f 1 mod 3. 
ProoJ Clearly, the partitions of type (i) are just P,(CZ,), where 
GYpI, = ({2}, {3}, {4}, {6}, (8}, {9), {lo}, { lz},...). For the partitions of type 
(ii), we must eliminate the multisets { 1, I}, 12, 2}, (3, 3},..., to leave only 
distinct parts and the multisets {3}, {6}, {9},..., to leave only parts 
TABLE I 
1 1,1,3,3,5,5/# 
2 1.1,3,3,10/(5} 
3 1,1,6,10/(3) 
4 1,1,6,5,5/(3} 
5 1,1,6,10/(5) 
6 2,6,10/(1) 
7 2,6,5,5/( 1) 
8 2,6,10/(1,3,5) 
9 2,3,3,10/( 1) 
10 2,3,3,5,5/(l) 
11 2,3,3,10/(5} 
12 2,6,10/(3) 
13 2,6,5,5/(3) 
14 2.6,10/(5) 
= 1,1,3,3,5,5/( 
1,1,3,3,10/( 
1,1,6,10/(3,5} 
1,1,6,5,5/C 
1,1,6,10/) 
2,6,1O/(L5} 
2,6,5,5/(1.3) 
2,6,10/(1,3) 
2,3,3,10/(1,5) 
2,3,3,5,5/( 
2,3,3,10/# 
2,6,10/(3,5) 
2,6,5,5/$ 
2,6,10/# 
1,1,3,3,5,5/d 
1,1,3,3,10/@ 
1,1,3,3,5,5/(3,5) 
l,L6.5,5/$ 
1,1,6, lo/( 
1,1,6,5,5/(1,5) 
1,1,3,3,5,5/(1,3) 
1, 1,3,3,10/( 1,3} 
1,1,3,3,5,5/( 1,5) 
2,3.3.5,5/( 
2.3,3, IO/# 
2.3,3,5,5/(3,5) 
2.6353514 
2,6,10/# 
I. 1,3,3,5,5/(5) 
I, 1,3.3,10/(3) 
1.1,3,3.5,5/(3) 
1.1,6,5.5/(5) 
1,1,6, IO/( 1 t 
1.1,6,5,5/( 1) 
1,1,3,3,5.5/{1,3,5) 
1,1,3,3,10/( 1 t 
1.1,3,3,5.5/(1 t 
2.3,X5,5/(5) 
L3,3,10/(3) 
2,3.3,5,5/(3 t 
2,6,5,5/{5t 
= 2,6,10/g 
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= +l mod 3. Thus the partitions of type (ii) are just P,(.9&, where 
9s = ((1, 11, (31, (2, 2}, {6}, {4,4}, {9}, (5, 5}, {12/v..). I 
We should note that Corollary 2.3 represents the simplest part of Schur’s 
results in [ 131. Schur also shows that the partitions of type (i) or (ii) in 
Corollary 2.3 are equinumerous with: 
(iii) The number of partitions of n in which the difference of any two 
parts is at least 3 and in which no consecutive multiples of 3 occur. 
Now the fact that the number of partitions of type (i) equals the number of 
partitions of type (iii) does not follow from Theorem 2 and provides an 
examples that the obvious converse of Theorem 2 fails. That is, to leave only 
parts that differ by at least 3, we must eliminate the multisets of the form 
(i, i}, (i, i + 1 ), and {i, i + 2) for each i > 1 and to ensure there are no 
consecutive multiples of 3 we must eliminate the multisets of the form 
(3i, 3i + 3} for each i > 1. Thus, e.g., to be a partition of type (iii), n cannot 
contain a certain multiset of size 5, namely { 2, 3 }, which has no counterpart 
in either Q?, or 9’s. (We note that Bressoud 131 has given a bijection 
between the partitions of types (i) and (iii).) 
Once again there is a Glaisher-type bijection between P,(cpI,) and P&Q. 
Namely, given a partition in P,(csl,), n= (n, * a,,...,n, * uk}, where 
ai = fl mod 6 for all i, we write each n, in its binary expansion 
ni = 2”o.i + 2”l.i + . . . + 2ErVi, where 0 < E, i < . . . ( E~,~, and replace the n, 
parts of size ai in ZL7 by the sequence of parts 2Wzi, 2’l.iui,..., 2’r%zi to get a 
new partition L?(n). It is easy to check that Q(n) is in P,(9s) since if 
ui, uj = f 1 mod 6, then 2’ui z f 1 mod 3 and 2”u, = 2’uj for some p and r 
implies ui = ui. Once again the iterated (a, /J) - map of Theorem 2 gives the 
J2 bijection. That is, start with a pair (If, 4) E Fm where 
n = {n, * u, )...) nk * uk}, where all a, = + 1 mod 6 and let (ZZ, 4) = (ZZ,, S,), 
(ZZ, , S,),..., (Z7,, S,) = (A,#) be the sequence of pairs that results in applying 
the iterated (a,@)-map as defined in Theorem 4, where (A, 4) E P,(9s). 
Again the only change from ni to ZIi+ 1 occurs when either @I,+ 1, Si+ ,) = 
f(n,, Si) or (Z7,+, Si+ ,) =f -‘(ni, Si). In the first case, we replace certain 
parts of ni of the form 2i by two parts of size i and in the second case we 
replace certain pairs of parts of size i in ni by one part of size 2i. It follows 
from our remark that the numbers of the form 2’u, and 2’aj are distinct for 
distinct ui and uj = f 1 mod 6 that the ni parts of size ai in n must even- 
tually become a sequence of parts of 2’oJai,..., 2”qiai in 1. Since the parts of I 
must be all distinct we must have that niui = 2Eo*‘ai + -em + 2”Qi, where 
0 < EOi < ... < E,,~. Hence 2Q.i + e.. + 2Er,i is the unique binary expansion of 
n, and 1= Q(n). 
Actually the easy half of Schur’s theorem and Euler’s theorem are special 
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cases of the following theorem due to Andrews [2] which also is a corollary 
of Theorem 2: 
COROLLARY 2.4 (Andrews [2]). Let M, and M, be two sets of 
positive integers. Let 2M, = {j 1 (j/2) E M, }. Then the number of partitions 
of n into dstinct parts taken from M, equals the number of partitions of n 
into parts taken from M, if 2M, s M, and M, = M, - 2M,. 
Proof The partitions of n into parts taken from M, equals Pn(aPIA), 
where CPI, contains all singletons {i}, where i & M,. The partitions of n into 
distinct parts taken from M, equals P,(ZiYA), where L& contains all singletons 
{i), where i 6Z M, and all doubletons {j, j}, where j E M, . For the correspon- 
dence between a, and 5YA, note that the (i} in OT, , where i & M, correspond 
to the singletons {i} in ~8~) where i @ M, while the singletons {i} in CY,,, such 
that i E M, - Mz correspond exactly to the doubletons {i/2, i/2} in 9A since 
M,-M2=2M,. 1 
We note also that the Glaisher-type bijection R gives a bijective proof of 
Corollary 2.4. That is, if 17 = {n, * a, ,..., nk * ak} is such that ai & M, for all 
i, then the bijection 0 will replace each sequence of parts ni * ai by 
2”O.la i,..., 2ErJai, where 2”o~ + . . . + 2”r.i = ni is the unique binary expansion of 
a,. To see that 0 is in fact a bijection between P,,(QA) and P,,(L%‘~) we 
observe two facts. First is the fact that since M, EM, and 2M, E M,, we 
have that 2’a, E M, for any r and any ai E M,. Secondly, note that if 
ai, aj E M,, then 2’ai = 2’aj for some p, r > 0 implies a, = aj. For suppose 
p < r, then we have 2r-Pai = aj E M, while 2r-Pai EM, which contradicts 
the fact that M, = M, - 2M,. Similarly, we cannot have r < p, so r = p and 
hence ai = aj. It thus follows that Q(Z7) will be in P,(gA), and clearly, Q -’ 
exists so LJ is bijection between P,(GZ,) and P,(9A), Moreover, the two 
observations above are exactly what is required to show that the iterated 
(a, /I)-map given by Theorem 2 between P,(@,) and P,(SA) is in fact just R 
by the same argument that followed Corollary 2.3. Thus we have the 
following: 
THEOREM 5. The iterated (a,/3)-map given by Theorem 2 between 
Pn(GA) and Pn(.9A) is the Glaisher-type bijection R, where CPI, = ({i))idMzr 
9~ = (lib UJl)idf,,j.~, and 2M, E M, and M, = M, - 2M,. 
Subbarao generalized Andrews’ result in [ 141 which also follows from 
Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2.5 (Subbarao [ 141). Let S, and S, be two sets of positive 
integers. Let dS, = {j 1 (j/d) E S, }. Then the number of partitions of n into 
parts taken from S, equals the number of partitions of n with parts taken 
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from S,, where no part is repeated d or more times if dS, c S, and 
S, = S, - dS,. 
ProoJ The partitions of n with parts from S, equals P,,(CPIs,,), where rYZsu 
consists of all singletons {i}, where i @ Sz. The partitions of n with parts 
from S,, where no part is repeated d or more times equals P,(.9s,), where 
5Ys, consists of all singletons {i}, where i & S, and all multisets (d * i), 
where i E S, . Thus the singletons {i) in as,,, where i & S, correspond to the 
singletons {i} in gs,, where i & S, while the singletons {j) in Us,, , where 
j E S, -S, correspond exactly to the multisets {d * (j/d)}, where 
jES,-SS, since S,-S,=dS,. 1 
As the reader must have guessed by now, the Glaisher bijection 0 of 
Corollary 2.2 can be extended to give a bijection between P,(Or,,) and 
P,(ZiYs,), i.e., given I7= {n, * a, ,..., nk * ak} with a, E S, for all i, we let B(n) 
be the partition that results by replacing the parts n, * ai by the sequence of 
parts E~,~ * ai, E,,~ * da, ,..., E, i * d’ai, where E~,~ + El,id + ... + c,,id’ = n, is 
the unique d-ary expansion of n,. By exactly the same type of argument that 
followed Corollary 2.4, we can show that 19 is indeed a bijection between 
P,(@s,) and P,L%J~ and moreover, that B is precisely the bijection given 
by the iterated (a, P)-map of Theorem 2. 
Pairs (S,, S,) such that the number of partitions of n with parts taken 
from S, with no part repeated r or more times equals the number of 
partitions of n with parts taken from S, are called Eulerian pairs of order r 
by Subbarao. Of course the full statement of Andrews’ results is that 
(M,, M2) is the Eulerian pair of order 2 iff 2M, s M, and M, = M, - 2M, 
and the full statement of Subbarao’s result is that (S,, S,) is the Eulerian 
pair of order r (r > 2), iff rS, c S, and S, = S, - rS,. We note the only if 
parts of Andrews’ and Subbarao’s results are easy corollaries of Theorem 3. 
We also note that the Eulerian pair of order r, where S, = (1, rn 1 n E N) and 
S, = S, - rS, = { I} gives the uniqueness of the d-ary expansion which is yet 
another corollary of Theorem 2. 
Of course one can use Theorem 2 to give literally an uncountable number 
of partitions theorems. We shall end this section by listing a few such 
theorems to illustrate the power of the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
For example, the fact that 10 = 1 + 9 = 2 + 8 = 3 + 7 = 4 + 6 = 5 + 5 
turns into the following partition theorem: 
COROLLARY 2.6. 
(i) The number of partitions of n whose parts = 1,4 mod 5 do not 
d@er by exactly 8, equals 
(ii) the number of partitions of n whose parts =2,3 mod 5 do not 
dl@er by exactly 6, equals 
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(iii) the number of partitions of n whose parts ~2, 3 mod 5 do not 
d@er by exactly 4, equals 
(iv) the number of partitions of n whose parts =1,4 mod 5 do not 
dt@er by exactly 2, equals 
(v) the number of partitions of n with no repeated parts ~0 mod 5, 
equals 
(iv) the number of partitions of n with no multiples of 10. 
Proof: Let 
@=({1,9), {6, 14}, {ll, 19},...), 
.A? = ({2,8}, (7, 131, { 12, B},...), 
F= ((3, 7}, {S, 121, jl3, 17) ,... ), 
a= ({4,6}, (9, 111, {14, 16},...), 
fF’= ((5,513 (10, 101,115, 15},...), 
F= ({LO), (201, (30) ,... ). 
Then P,(g) = P,(.%‘) = P,(@) = PJ&?) = P,(X). 1 
The special case where k = 3 of the following two corollaries were given 
by Cohen in [5]: 
COROLLARY 2.7. For k > 3 the number of partitions of n with no odd 
multiples of (‘;) equals the number of partitions of n with no consecutive 
parts E 1, 2,..., k - 1 mod k, respectively. 
Proof: Let 0!=({1,2 ,..., k-l}, {k+l,k+2 ,..., 2k-l}, {2k+l, 
2k + 2,..., 3k - l},...) and .ZS = ((k(k - 1)/2}, (k(k - 1) + k(k - 1)/2), 
(2k(k - 1) + k(k - 1)/2},...), then P,(a) = P,,(.S%‘). 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. For k > 3, the number of partitions of n with no odd 
multiples of k2 - k equals the number of partitions of n with no consecutive 
repeated parts rl, 2 ,..., k - 1 mod k, respectively. 
Proof: Let @=((2*1, 2*2 ,..., 2*k-l}, {2*k+l, 2*k+2 ,..., 
2*2k-I}, {2*2k+l, 2*2k+2 ,..., 2*3k-l} ,... ), <%‘=({k2-k), 
{2(k2 - k) + k2 - k}, {4(k2 - k) + k2 - k},...). Then PJCn) = P,$S). I 
The next few corollaries need the full hypothesis of Theorem 2 and do not 
follow from Cohen’s disjoint case of P.I.E. sums. 
COROLLARY 2.9. The number of partitions of n with no consecutive even 
parts equals the number of partitions of n with no consecutive repeated parts. 
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Proof. Let (il= ((2,4), {4,6), (68) ,...) and .A? = (( 1, 1, 2,2}, (2, 2, 3, 3}, 
(3, 3,4,4) ,... ), then P,,((w) = P,(.CS). 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. The number of partitions of n with no consecutive 
parts repeated and no part repeated more than 3 times equals the number of 
partitions of n whose even parts differ by at least 4. 
Proof: Let @({L 1, 1, 11, (1, 1,2,2}, (2,2,2,2}, {2,2,3,3}, {3,3,3,3} 
{3,3,4,4} ,...) and 2 = ((22). {2,4}, (4,4}, 14, 6}, (6,6), {6,8} ,... ), then 
P,(fl) = P,(9). I 
COROLLARY 2.11. The number of partitions of n with no consecutive odd 
parts repeated and no odd part repeated more than 3 times equals the 
number of partitions of n whose parts ~2 mod 4 direr by at least 8. 
ProoJ: Let ~=(1,1,1,1}(1,1,3,3), {3,3,3,3),{5,5,5,5} ,...) and 
9 = (12, 2), 12, 6}, {6,6}, {6, lo}, {lo, 10) ,... ), then P,,(a) = P,,(S). 1 
3. BIJECTION BETWEEN CLASSES OF WORDS OMITTING CERTAIN WORDS 
In this section we shall show that the same ideas used in the proof of 
Theorem 2 can be applied to give bijections between classes of words which 
fail to contain certain sequences of forbidden words. Such classes of words 
have been studied extensively in the literature (see Guibas and Odlyzko 191 
for other references). 
More formally, let X = (x, ,..., xI} be a finite alphabet and X* denote the 
set of all finite words with letters from X. Given two words u, v E X*, we 
say u is a factor of u if v can be written as v = w, uw,, where w, and w2 are 
words (possibly empty) in X*. We say that u is a factor of v starting at i if 
the length of w,, Z(w,), equals i - 1. Let 6? = (ar, a*,...) be a sequence of 
words (CPI may be either finite or infinite.) We define IV,(@) to be the set of 
all words w  E X* of length n which do not have any ai as a factor. 
Given two words w, and w2, we say that wz overlaps w, starting at k if w, 
and w2 can be written as w, = uv and w2 = VW, where v is a nonempty word 
and Z(u) = k - 1. Given two sequences of words CPG = (a,, a*,...), 
.S = Q?, , /I*,...), we say that @ and .9 have the consistent overlapping 
property if 
(1) For all i, f(a,) = l(J,). 
(2) For all i,j, and k, ai is a factor of aj starting at k iff pi is a factor 
of /Ii starting at k. 
(3) For all i, j, and k, ai overlaps aj starting at k iff pi overlaps ~j 
starting at k. 
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We emphasize that the i and j in conditions (2) and (3) need not be distinct. 
For example, suppose a1 = xy = the word of length n with all letters equal to 
x,. Then a, overlaps itself at 1, 2,..., n. Thus /I1 must overlap itself at 
1, 2,..., n and hence PI must equal x7 for some i. Thus the consistent 
overlapping property is a quite strong condition on @ and 9’. Nevertheless, 
there are nontrivial examples. For example if X= (x, ,..., x8}, then 
@ = {x,qx2x*, x3 x3x4x4, X5X5X6X6, x,x,x,x,} and 9 = {x1x2x3x4, 
x2x]x4x3, x5&ix7xS, x6x5xsx7) have the consistent nonoverlapping 
property. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose csl = {a,, a2 ,... } and 9 = (8,) & ,... } are sequences 
of distinct words from X* with the consistent overlapping property, then for 
d n, I W,(@)l = I w,(%l. 
Proof: We shall use the involution principle to define a bijection between 
W,(a) and Wn(9) for fixed n. Given a word w, define S, (w) = ((GLJ., k) 1 aj 
is a factor of w  starting at k}. We order the elements of S,(w) 
lexicographically, i.e., we define (ai,, k,) ( (ai,, k,) iff either (i) jI (j, or (ii) 
j, = j, and k, < k,. We define and order S,(w) similarly. Clearly, W,(Q) = 
(wEX*Il(w)= n and S,(w) = #} and W,(9) = {w E X* I I(w) = n and 
S,(w) = d). This given, we can define the spaces A and B required for the 
application of Theorem 1. Let A = ((w, S) ( w  E X*, Z(w) = n, and 
S E S,(w)} and B = {(w, S) I w  E X*, l(w) = n, and S s S9(w)}. The sign of 
a pair (w, S) in either A or B is (-1)‘. The involutions a and p are like the 
involutions in Theorem 2. That is, if S,(w) f #, then let 
m,(w) = max(S,(w)) and define 
a(~, 9 = (w S - {mdw)}), if m&w) E Sri(w), 
= (w, S U bdw)l), if mdw) 6?2 S&w). 
If S,(w) = 4, then a(~, 0) = (w, $1, and /I is defined similarly. Clearly, a and 
/I are sign-reversing involutions with fixed point sets W,(a) x 4 and 
W,(9) x 4, respectively. 
Finally, the sign preserving map f: A --) B is defined as follows: Given a 
pair (w, S) E A, f(w, S) = (w’, S’), where w’ is the word obained from w  by 
replacing each factor aj starting at k with (aj, k) E S by the factor pj 
starting at k and S’ = {wj, k) 1 (ai, k) E S). For example, suppose 
X= {x,,x2,x3,x4}, a= {x,x2x2,x2x3x2}, and 9= {x~x~x~,x~x~x~}. 
Then ~(x~x~x~x~x~x,x~x~x~, {(x1x2x2, 11, (x2x3x2, 3), (x2x3x2, 7)I) = 
(X,X2X3X4X3X~X3X4X3, {(x,x2x3? 1)(X,X,X,, 3), (X3X4X3, 7)). Note that the 
consistent overlapping property of Gpl and 9 ensure that w’ is well defined. 
Then just as in Theorem 2, the iterated (a, /?)-map I(a, P,f) is a bijection 
between W,(Q) x {d} and W,,(9) x {$} which may be regarded as a 
bijection between W,,(a) and W,,(9). I 
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